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Unsteady flow through in-vitro models of the glottis
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The unsteady two-dimensional flow through fixed rigidin vitro models of the glottis is studied in
some detail to validate a more accurate model based on the prediction of boundary-layer separation.
The study is restricted to the flow phenomena occurring within the glottis and does not include
effects of vocal-fold movement on the flow. Pressure measurements have been carried out for a
transient flow through a rigid scale model of the glottis. The rigid model with a fixed geometry
driven by an unsteady pressure is used in order to achieve a high accuracy in the specification of the
geometry of the glottis. The experimental study is focused on flow phenomena as they might occur
in the glottis, such as the asymmetry of the flow due to the Coanda effect and the transition to
turbulent flow. It was found that both effects need a relatively long time to establish themselves and
are therefore unlikely to occur during the production of normal voiced speech when the glottis
closes completely during part of the oscillation cycle. It is shown that when the flow is still laminar
and symmetric the prediction of the boundary-layer model and the measurement of the pressure drop
from the throat of the glottis to the exit of the glottis agree within 40%. Results of the
boundary-layer model are compared with a two-dimensional vortex-blob method for viscous flow.
The difference between the results of the simpiflied boundary-layer model and the experimental
results is explained by an additional pressure difference between the separation point and the far
field within the jet downstream of the separation point. The influence of the movement of the vocal
folds on our conclusions is still unclear. ©2003 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Researchers in the field of biomechanics have been
ing numerical simulations as a useful tool for their studi
Topics that are related to the flow of blood through arter
received a lot of attention in recent years~Rosenfeld, 1995;
Luo and Pedley, 1996; Pedrizzetti, 1996! @for an overview of
recent work on this subject see Pedley and Luo~1998!#. Also
the flow of air through the glottis has been the subject
numerical studies and experimental studies. Interest in
topic is motivated by two research aims: one is the deve
ment of prosthetic vocal folds~Lous et al., 1998; De Vries,
2000! and the other is the development of artificial spee
models. Recently some attempts at numerically simula
the flow through the glottis including forced vocal-fo
movement have been carried out~Alipour and Titze, 1996;
Alipour et al., 1996!. Also the effect of an asymmetry in th
glottal channel on speech production has been investig
by means of steady pressure measurements along the g
channel supported by numerical simulations~Schereret al.,

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
A.Hirschberg@phys.tue.nl
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2001!. Although a complete simulation of the vocal-fol
movement and the air flow through the glottis can yield so
interesting results, it is not a solution to the problem of a
ficial ~real-time! speech modeling in the near future.

One approach in speech modeling is to model the in
action of the air flow through the glottis and the moveme
of the vocal folds using simplified models. The problems th
are encountered are numerous since the flow through
glottis is a result of the coupling between complex fluid d
namics and complex elastic structure~vocal folds! behavior.
Usually both aspects are simplified until such a level
reached that artificial real-time speech production is possi
This leads to oversimplifying both aspects of vocal-fo
movement but especially the fluid dynamical description h
been reduced to a caricature of the actual flow. An import
parameter in these flow models is the point at which
airflow separates from the vocal folds. This parameter de
mines not only the volume flow through the glottis but al
the hydrodynamic forces exerted on the vocal folds.

In most models of the flow through the glottisad hoc
assumptions are made about the separation point in the
tis. The most well known model of this kind is the model
Ishizaka and Flanagan~1972! in which flow separation at
il:
13(3)/1658/18/$19.00 © 2003 Acoustical Society of America
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sharp edges is assumed. Such sharp edges are of cours
present in the glottis. An attempt was made to improve
description of flow separation within the glottis by using
quasi-steady model based on the boundary-layer the
~Pelorsonet al., 1994!. It was shown that this improved th
results obtained from a simplified mechanical model
which the vocal folds are each represented by two coup
oscillators. This approach is similar to a model proposed
collapsible tubes~Cancelli and Pedley, 1985!. The results of
this model together with an idea of Liljencrants~1993!
formed the basis of a new model~Lous et al., 1998!. In the
same paper the consequences of the various simplifying
sumptions that are made in most models for the vocal-f
movement are also discussed. A discussion on the flow p
nomena that might be important for a model of the flo
through the glottis can be found in Hirschberget al. ~1996!,
while in Pelorsonet al. ~1997! the focus is on the fluid dy-
namics of so-called bilabial plosives.

In Fig. 1 a typical cycle of the vocal-fold movement
presented. Note the changing shape of the glottis due to
way in which the vocal folds open and close. Because p
sure is applied upstream of the vocal folds, they first star
open at the upstream side~panels 2 and 3 in Fig. 1!. This
results in a converging glottis shape during the open
phase of the glottis. The closing of the glottis also starts
the upstream side, resulting in a diverging glottis shape d
ing the closing phase~panels 5 and 6 in Fig. 1!. Apparently
the movement of the vocal-fold tissue at the downstream
is always lagging behind the movement at the upstream s
A glottal pulse that is the result of such a vocal-fold mov
ment representing the sound /a/ at 110 Hz is sketched in
2 @after data measured by Rothenberg~1981!#.

FIG. 1. Typical vocal-fold movement during one oscillation. Note t
changing shape of the glottis.

FIG. 2. Normalized glottal fluxfg for the sound /a/ at 110 Hz.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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In this paper we present an experimental, theoreti
and numerical study of the flow throughin vitro models of
the glottis. In order to limit ourselves to the fluid dynamic
aspects of the flow we used rigid fixed~scale! models of the
vocal folds. The size is approximately three times the size
the real vocal folds and the shape of these scale mode
inspired by the typical shape of the glottis during the clos
phase. In this phase the slowly diverging shape of the glo
implies a rather uncertain position of the separation po
This is the reason why we focus on this geometry. In
actual flow through the glottis an almost steady pressure
ference is imposed across the vocal folds, while the open
and closing of the glottis result in an unsteady flow. W
decided to use fixed models~not oscillating! for the sake of a
high accuracy in the specification of the geometry of t
model of the glottis. In order to maintain a similarity to th
actual flow through the glottis, an unsteady pressure dro
imposed across the vocal folds. Care is taken that the no
mensional control parameters determining the flow throu
the glottis have the relevant values. In the glottis these
rameters are the Strouhal number and the Reynolds num
The Strouhal number is defined as Sr5 l /u0T in which l is a
stream-wise length scale of the glottis~5–10 mm!, u0 is a
typical velocity in the glottis~10–30 m/s!, andT is a typical
time scale of the vocal-fold movement. For men a typic
frequency of oscillation is 102 Hz, while for women it is
twice as large at approximately 23102 Hz. A better time
scale is, however, the opening or closing time of the glo
~2–4 ms!. The Reynolds number is defined as Re5h0u0 /n, in
which h0 is the typical height of the glottis~1–2 mm! andn
is kinematic viscosity of air (n51.531025 m2/s at atmo-
spheric pressure and room temperature!. The Strouhal num-
ber ~typically of order 1021) is a measure of the influence o
unsteady effects on the flow, while the Reynolds num
~typically of order 103) reflects the importance of viscou
effects on the flow. Due to the geometrical scaling factor
when the Reynolds and Strouhal analogies are respected
measured velocities should be multiplied by 3, the press
should be multiplied by 9, and the time intervals should
divided by 9 in order to compare to physiological condition
In our experiments Re is in the range of 23103– 83103

corresponding to very loud speech. The Reynolds numbe
also an indication for the onset of turbulence. In the free
at the exit of the glottis a Reynolds number above 23103

implies turbulence. The turbulence in the glottis upstream
the separation point is however not expected because
•l/h0<105@ l /h05O(10)#. The Strouhal number in our ex
periments is of the order of magnitude of 1021.

In speech modeling the important quantity that has to
modeled accurately is the acoustic source that is the resu
the vocal fold movement. This source is the unsteady volu
flux through the glottis. In particular the time dependence
this flux during the closing phase of the vocal-fold mov
ment is important because it contains most of the hig
harmonics for which our hearing is most sensitive. Th
movement is driven by the pressure at the throat of the g
tis. So, to evaluate the validity and accuracy of the simplifi
quasi-steady boundary-layer model, we compare the num
1659Hofmans et al.: Glottal flow
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FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the experimen
setup. Measures are in millimeters.h0 is the ~throat!
height of the aperture~typically 1 or 3 mm!. The shaded
area represents the rubber foam padding on the ins
of the upstream channel.
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cally determined pressure at the throat to the theoretical
diction.

This paper has the following structure. We start by p
senting some steady pressure measurements in a li
round model and compare them to a simplified bounda
layer model. Next unsteady pressure measurements in b
liplike model and two diverging vocal-fold models are pr
sented. Attention is paid to the various flow phenomena
are observed. Finally some results of numerical simulati
of the flow through these models are presented. Both num
cal and experimental results are compared to a quasi-st
boundary-layer model in order to study the applicability a
accuracy of such a model in a description of the flow throu
the glottis.

II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental setup

The experimental results that are presented in this pa
have been obtained in the setup shown in Fig. 3. A slid
valve operated by a spring blade separates two large pres
reservoirs: laboratory~3500 m3! and experiment room~75
m3!. A cylindrical pipe connects the inlet section to the glo
tis section. In order to damp mechanical and acoustic vib
tions, the inner walls of this pipe are covered by a rub
foam ~the shaded area in Fig. 3!. The nozzle at the open pip
termination is a smooth constriction that is built out of eith
liplike round models or diffuser models that form a glotti
like channel. The brass blocks that form the geometry of
constriction are shown in Fig. 4. The block and hence

FIG. 4. Models that are studied: the model on the left is a liplike rou
model and the models on the right are diverging vocal-fold models. M
sures are in millimeters. The arrows indicate the radii of curvature of
walls. The width of the blocks and hence the length of the glottal slit p
pendicular to the flow direction is 30 mm.
1660 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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length of the glottal slit is 30 mm~i.e., the length in the third
dimension not shown in the figure!. All these blocks can be
combined to form different geometries of the constriction b
we will focus on the combinations that are presented in F
4. The heighth0 representing the smallest aperture in t
channel~the throat of the glottis! can be varied from 0.1 mm
to 5 mm using calibrated spacers~metal rings! in the block
mounting. Pressures are measured at two positions: the
position is 8 mm upstream of the start of the constriction
the side wall of the cylindrical pipe~piezo electrical trans-
ducer PCB 116A with a Kistler charge amplifier type 501!
and the second position is in the throat of the constriction
the smallest aperture. A piezo resistive pressure transd
~Kulite XCS062! is mounted in the blocks using a pressu
tap with a diameter of 0.4 mm, as is shown in Fig. 5.

The liplike round model is built with two half-cylinders
with a radius of 10 mm. The pressure tap is exactly in
middle of the block. The vocal-fold models consist of a c
lindrical part, followed by a linearly diverging part and an
other cylindrical part~Scherer and Titze, 1983!. The angle of
divergencea is either 20° or 10°, as shown in Fig. 4. The
models are the same ones as used by Pelorsonet al. ~1994!
and are based on the typical vocal-fold movement discus
in the Introduction~see Fig. 1!. The diffuser angles are cho
sen in such a way that whenh0'3 mm witha510° the flow
would be in the stable-diffuser-flow region and witha520°
the flow would be outside the stable-diffuser-flow regio
according to data on diffuser performance at high Reyno
numbers~Re of the order 105) ~Blevins, 1984!. For the lip-

-
e
-
FIG. 5. Mounting of the Kulite pressure transducer in one of the br
blocks that form the constriction. A seal made of Teflon controlled by
screw is used to ensure a tight fit.
Hofmans et al.: Glottal flow
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FIG. 6. Pressure measured in the pip
p1 and in the throatp2 for the liplike
round geometry:Dp5430 Pa andh0

50.99 mm. The right graph is a
close-up of the left graph, showing th
transient behavior.
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like model we will present in addition to the pressure d
local velocity measurements obtained with a hot wire
emometer.

Using a laser detector system the opening of the valv
detected and the start of the measurement is triggered by
signal. During an experimental run pressures are meas
and in some cases the velocity is measured simultaneo
The velocity is measured using a 4-mm-thick hot-wire in a
constant-temperature anemometer. The signals are fed i
data acquisition system that is connected to a personal c
puter by means of a four-channel 12-bit ADC card~Keithley
DAS-50!. A typical experimental run lasts 500 ms while da
are sampled at a frequency of 20 kHz.

In order to validate the accuracy of the pressure m
surements, some experiments have been carried out us
straight channel with a smooth inlet and a sharp-edged o
~Hofmans, 1998!. Those tests confirmed the accuracy of t
pressure measurements and the hot-wire anemometry, w
was found to be of the order of 2%.

B. Results for the liplike round model

The liplike round model is studied for two reasons. Fi
of all, the model can be considered a reference model
studying flow separation from a curved wall: because of
constant radius of curvature the separation point is usu
not sensitive to external influences. The second reason is
this model is considered relevant for the study of the fl
through the opening between the lips, which is import
when considering plosives~Pelorsonet al., 1997! and brass
instruments.

The experiments with the liplike models consist of pre
sure and velocity measurements. The pressurep1 is mea-
sured in the pipe 8 mm upstream of the constriction while
pressurep2 is measured at the smallest aperture~in the
throat! of the constriction. The velocity is measured at va
ous positions on the center line of the setup using the
wire anemometer. Experiments have been performed for
values of the throat height:h050.99 mm andh053.36 mm.
It was found that the hot-wire probe disturbed the flow t
much in the case ofh050.99 mm, so no velocity measure
ments have been done at the throat in this case. Since
results found for a throat heighth050.99 mm are very simi-
lar to results forh053.36 mm, we mostly focus on results o
the latter case.

In Fig. 6 a representative measurement is shown for
liplike models with a throat heighth050.99 mm. The final
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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steady pressure dropDp across the constriction is equal t
430 Pa. The opening time is approximately 15 ms, whi
together with the length of the glottis model~20 mm! and the
typical velocityu05A2Dp/r, leads to a Strouhal number o
0.05. The Reynolds number is then approximately 1800 c
responding to loud speech. The left graph shows the pres
signals in the pipep1 upstream of the constriction and in th
throat p2 for a time range of 0.5 s. The right graph is
close-up of the left graph and shows the transient behavio
more detail in a time range of 0.05 s. The time axis is de
mined by the trigger for the measurement obtained by opt
detection of the valve movement. In this and all subsequ
graphs the trigger signal was generated att50.1 s: by using
the pretrigger capability of the ADC-card the measurem
has already been recorded 0.1 s before the trigger is ge
ated. The actual start of the flow is not determined since
optical detector setup is triggered by the valve movem
and not by the flow, but it is reasonable to assume that th
close to the trigger point. In Fig. 7 two similar measureme
with a throat heighth053.36 mm at a pressure drop of 29
Pa ~Sr50.05, Re54900! and 690 Pa~Sr50.03, Re57600!
are shown. Except for a few milliseconds before the trigg
point the pressure in the pipep1 shows a smooth increas
from zero to a steady valueDp. The small but distinct os-
cillations around the trigger point~at 0.1 s! are caused by the
opening of the valve and could not be avoided in our set
They also occur at zero pressure difference (Dp50). Hence
we expect these oscillations to be due to acoustic waves
erated by lateral movement of the valve before it actua
opens. Using the optical detector setup the speed of the v
during opening is estimated to be in the range of 1.5 to 2 m
For an opening of 2 cm in the valve this corresponds to
opening time of the order of 1022 s.

In Figs. 6 and 7 the pressurep2 in the throat exhibits a
particular behavior. The first few milliseconds of the expe
ments the pressurep2 in the throat is rising proportionally to
the pressurep1 upstream of the glottis. This is due to th
initial flow that is like a potential flow: boundary layers a
still very thin and flow separation does not yet occur. T
bulk flow is inviscid so velocity and pressure are related
Bernoulli’s equation:

r
]f1

]t
1

1

2
ru1

21p15r
]f2

]t
1

1

2
ru2

21p2 , ~1!

in which r is the density of air,u is the velocity, andf is the
velocity potential. The main contribution to the pressure dr
1661Hofmans et al.: Glottal flow
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FIG. 7. Pressure measured in the pip
p1 and in the throatp2 for the liplike
geometry: top graphsDp5290 Pa;
bottom graphs Dp5690 Pa, h0

53.36 mm. The right graph is a
close-up of the left graph, showing th
transient behavior.
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across the constriction is given by the inertial effects~the
1/2ru2-terms are negligible because the velocity is still ve
small!. This implies that the pressure in the throat has a va
that is somewhere between the pressure in the experim
room ~by definition equal to zero! and the pressure in th
pipe p1 . Typically p2 is equal to 0.5p1 for the time interval
0.100 s,t,0.105 s, because the constriction is symme
with respect to the throat and the main contribution to
inertial terms originates from this region. After the initi
stage the flow separates from the walls of the constric
forming a jet. Finally, a steady situation is reached. If w
assume the pressure in the jet to be equal to the pressu
the experiment room and if we assume the height of the
hs larger than the throat heighth0 , then the pressure in th
throat is lower than the pressure in the experiment roo
since the velocity in the throat is higher than the velocity
the jet. This can be illustrated by inserting the on
dimensional equation of mass conservation@u(x)h(x)
5F#, thus neglecting boundary-layer effects, into the ste
Bernoulli equation. Hereh(x) is the height of the channe
andrF is the two-dimensional mass flux. This results in t
following equation relating the pressure to the height of
channel:

p~x!

r
1

1

2 S F

h~x! D
2

5
1

2 S F

hs
D 2

, ~2!

in which hs is the height of the channel at the separat
point. By insertingp1 , pipe heighthp , p2 , andh0 the fol-
lowing relationship between the pressure ratiop2 /p1 and the
various channel heights is obtained:

p2

p1
5

12~hs /h0!2

12~hs /hp!2 , ~3!

which for hp@hs reduces to
1662 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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hs

h0
5A12

p2

p1
. ~4!

Therefore the pressure in the throat would be an indication
the jet widthhs and consequently of the position of the sep
ration point. As can be observed in Figs. 6 and 7,p2 is
indeed less than zero in the steady limit.

Although the experiments for both values ofh0 look
very similar, a few small but distinct differences can be o
served. The experiment withh053.36 mm show an oscilla-
tory behavior in the pressuresp1 and p2 during the first
milliseconds after the trigger point. This oscillation is le
pronounced in the experiments withh050.99 mm and has a
lower frequency. Furthermore, the experiments withh0

50.99 mm seem to reach the steady state in a more stra
forward way. We expect that this behavior is related to
acoustical resonance of the pipe system, which is not fu
damped by the sound absorbing material in the upstre
pipe segment~see Fig. 3!. A more narrow slit can be assoc
ated with larger acoustical dissipation. The oscillation f
quency is of the order of magnitude of the lowest acoust
mode of an open pipe segment of the length of the main p

By integrating Bernoulli’s equation the velocity in th
throat can be computed based on the pressure measurem
p1 andp2 . For this purpose Bernoulli’s equation is rewritte
in the following form:

]~f22f1!

]t
5

1

2
~u1

22u2
2!1

p12p2

r
, ~5!

which, using the definition off, can be written as

Leff

]u2

]t
5

1

2
~u1

22u2
2!1

p12p2

r
, ~6!
Hofmans et al.: Glottal flow
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FIG. 8. Velocity measured in the
throat ~dashed line! and the velocity
calculated in the throat by integration
of the unsteady Bernoulli equation us
ing the measured pressuresp1 and p2

~solid line!. Experiments performed on
the liplike geometry: top graphsDp
5290 Pa; bottom graphs Dp
5690 Pa, h053.36 mm. The right
graph is a close-up of the left graph
showing the transient behavior.
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in which an effective lengthLeff has been introduced. It i
defined by

Leff5E
x1

x2 h0

h~x!
dx, ~7!

where in the last step we assumed a uniform flow across
channel for any givenx-position ~quasi-one-dimensiona
flow!.

In Fig. 8 the computed velocity~solid line! is compared
to the velocity measured in the throat by means of the h
wire anemometer~dashed line!. The velocity that is com-
puted is the velocity at the edge of the boundary layer, wh
does not have to agree with the velocity on the center lin
a curved channel, because of the effect of curved stream
on the pressure. It has been found, however, that this effe
considerably reduced in the throat because the bound
layer growth in this region tends to cancel this effect. F
thermore, since flow separation takes place close to
throat, the curvature effect is also reduced~even neglecting
boundary-layer growth!. For this reason an assumption
uniform flow through the throat is quite reasonable. T
pressure measurements of these experiments are show
Fig. 7. A good overall agreement is found between hot-w
measurement and calculation of the velocity in the thr
based on pressure measurements. This confirms the acc
of the pressure measurements. However, in the initial s
of the experiments (0.1,t,0.105) the hot-wire measure
ments are delayed with respect to the computed velocity
files, similar to the results found for the sharp edge noz
configuration~Hofmans, 1998!. This is expected to be due t
a poor dynamical response of the hot-wire at low velociti

Since one of the aims of this paper is to determine
validity of simplified models, results of the boundary-lay
theory are compared to steady pressure measurements
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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liplike models. The theoretical results are based on Pohlha
en’s method~Pohlhausen, 1921! using a third-order polyno-
mial to describe the velocity profile in the boundary lay
and then solving the steady von Ka´rmán equation as done
previously by Pelorsonet al. ~1994!. There are unfortunately
some printing errors in the formulas provided by Pelors
et al. Correct formulas are provided in the Appendix. Th
steady pressures are measured by means of Betz water
nometers with an accuracy of 0.05 mm H2O ~'0.5 Pa!. Re-
sults are shown in Fig. 9. The markers represent meas
ments in the top and bottom walls of the constriction. T
solid line represents the theoretical result.

The boundary-layer theory predicts a too high value
p2 /p1 . This might be the result of the assumptions that
made. In the theoretical model, the boundary layer is ca
lated up until the separation point. At the separation point
pressure is assumed to be equal to the external pres
~quasi-steady uniform velocity jet model!. It is also possible
to continue the boundary-layer calculation beyond the se
ration point. This leads to a lower prediction ofp2 /p1 . How-
ever, these calculations do not converge to a constant p
sure value as we increase the calculation domain and they
therefore not reliable. The third-order polynomial does n
describe the flow accurately~far! beyond the separation
point. These results may indicate that the assumption of c
stant pressure in the jet is not valid inside the constrict
and that the reference point for the pressure in the bound
layer model is not correctly chosen. Alternatively this mig
just be due to a poor prediction of the separation point by
boundary-layer model. This last hypothesis will be elim
nated by comparison of boundary-layer theory with nume
cal calculations presented in Sec. III.
1663Hofmans et al.: Glottal flow
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FIG. 9. Comparing boundary-laye
predictions ~solid line! with steady
pressure measurements at the throat
the top wall ~s! and the bottom wall
~h! of the liplike models.
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C. Results for the 20°-diverging model

Models that are more specific for the study of the flo
through the glottis are the two diverging scale models t
are shown in Fig. 4. In this section we present results for
diffuser model with a total angle of divergencea of 20°. The
flow through this model is investigated by means of unste
pressure measurements at two positions: one in the pip
mm upstream of the constriction and the other in the thr
of the constriction. Measurements are done with two val
for the height of the throat:h051.12 mm and h0

53.50 mm.
In Fig. 10 pressure measurements are presented foh0

51.12 mm and two values of the steady pressure drop:Dp
5301 Pa (Re51.53103) and Dp5627 Pa (Re523103).
The right graphs show a close-up of the left graphs, focus
on the transient behavior. In fact each graph consists of
experimental results. Repeating the experiment several ti
we found that two distinctly different time histories for th
pressurep2 were obtained. As can be observed in Fig. 1
initially the two time histories collapse onto one curve a
1664 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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only after a certain time the two curves start to deviate, le
ing to two different steady-pressure values forp2 . This be-
havior is explained by an asymmetric flow due to the s
called Coanda effect~Tritton, 1988!. The Coanda effect is
due to viscous entrainment of the air that is caught betw
the jet and the walls of the channel. The symmetric jet
comes meta-stable and a small perturbation results in an
herence of the jet to either the top or bottom wall of t
channel. Since this phenomenon can be triggered by a s
asymmetry in the flow, both states are possible in a symm
ric setup. The pressure signalp1 is very similar to the signals
found in the liplike model. Also the initial increase i
p2—corresponding to an unsteady potential flow—can
observed in this case. However, here the similarities with
results of the liplike model end and a different behavior ofp2

is observed. Note the rather strong downward peak inp2 just
before the steady limit is reached.

In Fig. 11 equivalent pressure measurements are
sented forh053.50 mm and two values of the steady pre
sure drop:Dp5268 Pa (Re543103) and Dp5528 Pa (Re
e

,

re
FIG. 10. Pressure measured in th
pipe p1 and in the throatp2 for the
diffuser geometry witha520°: top
graphs Dp5301 Pa; bottom graphs
Dp5627 Pa,h051.12 mm. The right
graph is a close-up of the left graph
showing the transient behavior. In
each graph two experimental runs a
shown.
Hofmans et al.: Glottal flow
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FIG. 11. Pressure measured in th
pipe p1 and in the throatp2 for the
diffuser geometry witha520°: top
graphs Dp5268 Pa; bottom graphs
Dp5528 Pa,h053.50 mm. The right
graph is a close-up of the left graph
showing the transient behavior. In
each graph two experimental runs a
shown.
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563103). The Coanda effect is also observed in this co
figuration and the behavior is very similar to the previo
case, except that the bifurcation of the two states is m
more prominent. The presence of the Coanda effect was
firmed by flow visualizations and by simultaneous measu
ments at both sides of the throat using less accurate pres
transducers. Pelorson and Hirschberg~1997! also presented
accurate simultaneous pressure measurements that co
the occurrence of a Coanda effect. Note also the increa
level of the fluctuations on the pressure signals which mi
indicate the onset of turbulent flow. In general it was fou
that the flow was very unstable in this configuration.

Both Figs. 10 and 11 illustrate the fact that the establi
ment of the Coanda effect takes time. In order to quan
this claim, the time at which the two time histories ofp2 start
to deviate is measured as a function of the steady pres
drop. The time is taken with respect to the trigger poi
since this is a good indication of the actual start of the flo
The results are presented in Fig. 12. Similar results h
been presented by Pelorson and Hirschberg~1997!. The re-
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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sults for h051.12 mm seem to exhibit a linear relationsh
with the pressure drop, although data at low pressuresp1

,300 Pa, Re,1.53103) are lacking. On the other hand, th
results forh053.50 mm do not exhibit this and in fact for
large range ofp1 (250 Pa,p1,700 Pa, 43103,Re,8
3103) the transition time remains unchanged at appro
mately 13 ms~translated to physiological conditions 1.5 ms!.
Below 250 Pa the transition time increases strongly to 25
~translated to physiological conditions 2.8 ms!. The transient
in our glottis model lasts approximately 20 ms, while t
related closing or opening time of the glottis oscillation
approximately 2 ms for typical male voiced sound produ
tion at 100 Hz~see Fig. 2!. So the significance of the Coand
effect is not yet clearly established. On the other hand, in
real glottis the movement of the walls is an important fac
and the consequences of this movement for the Coanda
fect are yet to be determined but could be quite significa
In the closing phase of the glottis, the Coanda effect is
pected to be reduced because the wall movement is equ
lent to an injection of fluid at the wall. The opposite occu
e
l

FIG. 12. The time with respect to the
trigger point at 0.1 s at which the flow
starts to exhibit two states due to th
Coanda effect for the diffuser mode
with a520°.
1665Hofmans et al.: Glottal flow
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FIG. 13. Comparing boundary-laye
predictions ~solid line! with steady
limit pressures obtained from the un
steady experiments~markers!: vocal-
fold model witha520°.
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during the opening phase. However, in the opening phase
glottis is convergent and the Coanda effect is expected to
only a minor effect.

In order to compare the experimental results with p
dictions of the boundary-layer theory, the steady press
ratio p2 /p1 is determined in the unsteady experiments. T
theoretical results are again based on Pohlhausen’s me
~Pohlhausen, 1921! using a third-order polynomial to de
scribe the velocity profile in the boundary layer. Results
shown in Fig. 13. For each value ofp1 two values ofp2 are
found experimentally. The different values are due to
adherence of the flow to either the upper wall of the const
tion that contains the pressure tap~lower results! or to the
opposite wall~upper results!. For h051.12 mm the two sets
of values differ by 25%, while forh053.50 mm they differ
by a factor of 2. Again the theoretical prediction results in
too high value ofp2 ~i.e., not negative enough!, although a
comparison is not completely justified due to the assump
of a symmetric solution in the theoretical boundary-lay
model. Similar to the results found in the liplike model,
increase in the pressure downstream of the separation p
is neglected. Because of the asymmetry of the flow, no c
clusions on the point of separation can be drawn based on
pressure measurements.

D. Results for the 10°-diverging model

In this section we present results for the diffuser mo
with a total angle of divergencea of 10°. The flow through
this model is again investigated by means of unsteady p
sure measurements at two positions: one in the pipe 8
upstream of the constriction and the other in the throat of
constriction. Measurements are done with two values for
height of the throat:h051.01 mm andh053.39 mm.

In Fig. 14 pressure measurements are presented foh0

51.01 mm and three values of the steady pressure d
Dp5224 Pa (Re51.23103), Dp5432 Pa (Re51.83103),
and Dp5682 Pa (Re52.13103). The right graphs show a
close-up of the left graphs, focusing on the transient beh
ior. The pressure signalp1 is very similar to the signals
found in the previous two scale models. Also the initial i
crease inp2 can be observed in this case. However, ag
here the similarities with previous results end and differ
behavior ofp2 is observed. With increasing pressure an
creasing level of fluctuations can be observed inp2 . Espe-
1666 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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cially large fluctuations are observed forDp5682 Pa. This
behavior is similar to the behavior observed in the 2
diverging model withh053.50 mm. However,p1 is much
more stable in this case and only one value is found forp2 .
This behavior is apparently not due to the Coanda effect
simultaneous pressure measurements at both sides o
glottis displayed symmetric behavior~Pelorsonet al., 1995!.
A possible explanation is a shift of the very unstable sepa
tion point due to the transition from laminar flow to turbule
flow. Turbulence enhances strongly the flow entrainment
the jet, thus creating a low pressure region between the
and the jet downstream of the separation point which pus
the separation point downstream. This is a symmetrical ef
which occurs at both sides of the jet. This effect is even m
prominent in the results obtained withh053.39 mm as pre-
sented in Fig. 15. Three sets of pressure measurement
presented for Dp5161 Pa (Re533103), 407 Pa (Re55
3103), and 654 Pa (Re563103). The top and center graph
show a distinctive, abrupt transition from a temporary sta
solution to a new stable solution, while in the bottom gra
this transition is already occurring during the initial transie
The difference in the level of the fluctuations before and a
the transition indicates a transition from a laminar jet flow
a turbulent jet flow. The jet turbulence is indeed clearly o
served in the flow visualizations~Pelorsonet al., 1994!.
Since a turbulent jet has a much stronger entrainment th
laminar flow, the net effect is to delay separation until t
end of the diffuser when the diffuser angle is small. Th
would result in a much lower value forp2 . In fact we will
show that the glottis model is acting like a well-design
diffuser for this configuration when turbulence has appea
in the jet flow. This behavior also agrees with the data p
sented in Blevins~1984! at much higher Reynolds numbe
~Re of the order 105).

In Fig. 16 the steady pressure limits are compared to
theoretical prediction based on Pohlhausen’s method~Pohl-
hausen, 1921! using a third-order polynomial to describe th
velocity profile in the laminar boundary layers. In the ca
h051.01 mm no abrupt transition is observed and theref
only one set of values is plotted in the left graph of Fig. 1
For low values ofp1 the agreement with the boundary-lay
prediction is reasonable. An increasing deviation from
boundary-layer prediction is found with increasing value
p1 . In the caseh053.39 mm, a distinctive abrupt transitio
Hofmans et al.: Glottal flow
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FIG. 14. Pressure measured in th
pipe p1 and in the throatp2 for the
diffuser geometry witha510°: top
graphs Dp5224 Pa; center graphs
Dp5432 Pa; bottom graphsDp
5682 Pa, h051.01 mm. The right
graph is a close-up of the left graph
showing the transient behavior.
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is found for low values ofp1 . In that case, two values forp2

can be determined, one value before the transition and
value after the transition. For higher values ofp1 the transi-
tion occurs too early, so that it is not possible to determin
stable laminar value forp2 before the transition. The value
of p2 before the transition at low values ofp1 agree quite
well with the theoretical prediction. The turbulent resultsp2

of course do not agree with the prediction of the lamin
boundary-layer theory.

Using Eq.~4! the heighths at the separation point can b
estimated from the pressure ratio. In Fig. 17 the results
plotted. Clearly visible is the shift of the separation point
the downstream direction due to turbulence. This means
the flow remains a further distance attached to the walls
the glottis model as the pressure difference in the exp
ments increases. Forh053.39 mm a limit is reached abov
p15200 Pa (Re54500). The limiths /h0'1.55 in the right
graph of Fig. 17 coincides with the value ofh/h0 at the end
of the linearly diverging part of the constriction. In that ca
we do not expect a significant pressure recovery in the
jet.

In Fig. 18 the moment at which the transition occurs
plotted as a function of the pressure dropp1 across the con-
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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striction. This figure illustrates that like the Coanda effe
turbulence needs a long time before it is established. Fo
typical Reynolds number relevant in speech (Reh53000),
the time delay in our experiments is 100 ms which cor
sponds to 11 ms under physiological conditions. For norm
male voiced sound the oscillation period is of the order of
ms ~see Fig. 2! which corresponds to 6 ms open phase. S
similar to the Coanda effect, in a pulselike flow with a dur
tion of the order of 10 ms this effect might not be importa
in normal speech. However, Fig. 15 shows that at high pr
sures, corresponding to shouting, the pressure in the thro
the glottis never reaches a steady laminar value before
bulence sets in completely. It is further expected that s
effects are sensitive to the movement of the walls and he
this can induce a hysteresis in the flow separation beha
as a function ofh0 .

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

A. Method

The incompressible two-dimensional Navier–Stok
equations are solved using the so-called viscous vortex-b
1667Hofmans et al.: Glottal flow
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FIG. 15. As in Fig. 14, witha510°:
top graphsDp5161 Pa; center graphs
Dp5407 Pa; bottom graphsDp
5654 Pa,h053.39 mm.
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method~Grazianiet al., 1995; Ranucci, 1995!. The method
is based on a desingularized point vortex method. The s
tion is obtained in the form of the vorticity distributionv by
solving the vorticity-transport equation:

]v

]t
1u"“v5

1

Re
¹2v, ~8!
1668 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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u-
whereu is the local velocity field and Re is the Reynold
number. For an appropriate treatment of both the convec
and the diffusive time scale as well as for the accurate
proximation of the nonlinear term, the equation has be
split into a ‘‘Euler step’’ and a ‘‘Stokes step’’ according to th
Chorin–Marsden product formula~Chorin et al., 1978!. The
first step is governed by the inviscid-flow equation stati
r

-

FIG. 16. Comparing boundary-laye
predictions ~solid line! with steady
limit pressures obtained from the un
steady experiments:d before transi-
tion; j after transition. No transition
occurred in the experiments withh0

51.01 mm. Diffuser model with
a510°.
Hofmans et al.: Glottal flow
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FIG. 17. The ratio of the channe
height at the separation point and th
throat heighths /h0 as computed from
p2 /p1 using Eq.~4!: d before transi-
tion; j after transition. The dashed
line represent the height at the end o
the linearly diverging section. Diffuser
model witha510°.
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that the material identity of the vortical particles is advec
by the velocity field:

Dv

Dt
50. ~9!

In the second step, Stokes’ equation in vorticity form in tw
dimensions becomes

]v

]t
5

1

Re
¹2v. ~10!

The fractional-step scheme provides the most appropr
and convenient solution for each substep. The vorticity fi
defined on the computational body-fitted grid with mesh s
h is approximated as

v~x,tn!5(
j 51

N

G~xj ,tn!d~x2xj !, ~11!

where G(xj ,tn)5v(xj ,tn)h2 is the circulation at the grid
point xj and timetn andd(x2xj ) is the Dirac delta function.
Since the interaction between two point vortices diverges
the point vortices approach each other, a desingularizatio
this interaction is appropriate as has been first discusse
Chorin and Bernard~1973! and later by others such as Bea
and Majda~1985!. In our method the point-vortex interactio
is desingularized by the higher-order kernel of Lucqu
Descreux~1987!. Further details on the numerical metho
can be found in Hofmans~1998!.

B. Input for the simulations

Using the viscous vortex-blob method, four simulatio
have been done with the diverging vocal-fold models
moderate Reynolds number~of the order 103): a520°, h0

51.05 mm, andh053.35 mm; a510°, h051.05 mm, and
h053.35 mm. The numerical method yields a solution of t
two-dimensional incompressible Navier–Stokes equati
and needs an imposed inflow velocity (uin) as input. The
steady-state value of the inflow velocity is used as the re
ence velocityuref . This input is obtained from experimenta
pressure measurements~as presented in the previous par
graphs!. First a ninth-order polynomial is fitted to the pre
sure difference (p12p2) between pipe and throat as a fun
tion of time. Next this smooth fitted pressure profile
integrated in time using the unsteady Bernoulli equation
find the inflow velocity as a function of time. This method
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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more practical than a polynomial fit to the velocity profi
because this usually requires at least two separate fits. In
19 an example is shown of the result of this procedure. In
left graph the pressure difference (p12p2) is plotted to-
gether with the fitted polynomial. In the right graph the r
sulting scaled inflow velocity is plotted as a function of tim
Time equal to 0 is defined to be the start of the simulatio

The computational domain for the diffuser models
shown in Fig. 20. The inflow-velocity (uin) is uniformly im-
posed on the left inflow boundary. The height of the inflo
channel is related to the radius of curvaturer and the throat
height h0 . It is defined as the reference lengthl ref in the
simulation l ref54r 1h0 . On the right the outflow boundary
is a far-field semi-circular domain~at a distance of 27l ref).
On this boundary a radial outflow is assumed and the outfl
velocity is determined from the inflow velocity by the con
tinuity equation. Since the geometry that we are intereste
is symmetric with respect to its center line, the computat
is restricted to the upper half of the domain, hence the us
a symmetry line as a lower boundary and only half a glo
as the upper boundary. This also reduces the computati
time and memory requirements by approximately a factor
2. The boundary is discretized by a set of panels. A den
cation of panels is applied in the region around the glo
and on the symmetry line. A typical run requires 1600
1900 panels to build the geometry and uses 50 000
100 000 point vortices to discretize the vorticity field. Th
region in which the full~viscous! Navier–Stokes equation
are solved is restricted to the viscous domain. Outside

FIG. 18. The time with respect to the trigger point at 0.1 s at which the fl
starts to change significantly due to the onset of turbulence. Diffuser m
with a510°.
1669Hofmans et al.: Glottal flow
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FIG. 19. Input for a numerical simula-
tion. The scaled inflowuin /uref ~right
graph! for the numerical simulation is
obtained from the pressure differenc
(p12p2) ~left graph! by fitting a
ninth-order polynomial ~left graph!
and integrating the unsteady Bernoul
equation, steady-state inflow velocit
uref52.609 m/s.
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domain only the inviscid Euler equations are solved. T
viscous domain includes the whole jet-region and the reg
of flow separation~which is in fact the whole constriction
area!. In the inflow domain and in the upper region of th
outflow channel viscous effects are neglected since they h
negligible influence on the results.

C. Results

The inflow boundary condition has been obtained fro
experimentally measured pressure differences (p12p2) in
the four geometries. The experimental pressures are sh
in Fig. 21 represented by the thin lines. The pressurep1 was
measured 8 mm upstream of the constriction while the p
surep2 was measured in the throat of the constriction. A
shown are the numerical results forp1 and p2 by means of
the thick lines. Although the experimental pressure diff
ence (p12p2) was used to determine the inflow velocit
this does not impose individual values of eitherp1 or p2 .
The results in Fig. 21 demonstrate that the numerical met
yields very reasonable results for the pressuresp1 and p2 .
Note that the very unstable behavior that was found exp
mentally for the casea520° andh053.50 mm~see Fig. 11!
seems also to be present in the numerical result fora520°
and h053.35 mm, shown in the top right graph of Fig. 2
An explanation for this unstable behavior is suggested b
close-up of the numerical vorticity in the diffuser region
the glottis shown in Fig. 22. As these plots show, t
interaction between the jet and the walls of the diffus
is very complex. After 0.02 s, bursts of vorticity leave th
1670 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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walls at regular intervals in time. Oscillatory pressure flu
tuations in experiments could well be associated with t
behavior.

In order to study the behavior of the separation point
these flows, the calculated heighths of the channel at the
separation point is plotted versus time in Fig. 23. As ref
ences, the heights that are associated with the starting p
and the end point of the linear divergent part of the diffus
section are indicated by the dashed horizontal lines. T
definition of a separation point is not obvious in an unstea
flow. We used the definition of the separation point f
steady flows:]u/]y50 on the wall, which is equivalen
to vwall50. This choice was made because it makes
comparison to a quasi-steady boundary-layer model strai
forward.

The behavior visible in the top two graphs fora520° is
very different from that in the bottom two graphs fora510°.
First of all, for a520° flow separation starts somewhe
halfway in the constriction and moves very rapidly to t
throat of the constriction. A steady value just downstream
the constriction on the cylindrical part is reached after 10 m
In the a510° case, flow separation starts at the end of
constriction on the cylindrical part. It then moves rapidly to
stable point somewhere on the diffuser part of the vocal-f
model. The model is acting like a diffuser with marginal flo
separation@also called stall~Blevins, 1984!#, and a small
perturbation can have a significant influence on the sep
tion point. The sensitivity of the separation point to sm
perturbations observed in those laminar simulations sup
the hypothesis that a transition from a laminar to a turbul
flow results in a sudden change of the position of the se
ri-

el
FIG. 20. Two-dimensional domain used in the nume
cal simulations. Throat heighth0 and total angle of di-
vergencea are input parameters. The inflow chann
has a total height of 4r 1h0 .
Hofmans et al.: Glottal flow
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FIG. 21. Comparing numerical result
for the pressuresp1 and p2 ~thick
lines! to the experimental pressure
~thin lines! from which the respective
inflow velocities have been obtained.
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ration point and of the pressure in the throat as observe
the experiments presented in Fig. 15.

After having demonstrated the complexity of this type
flow we will evaluate a simplified quasi-steady description
the flow. In Fig. 24 a close-up of the flow through the glot
is presented. The figure shows the velocity profiles in
region of the throat and illustrates the fact that a bounda
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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layer description is reasonable in the region around
throat. The velocity profiles exhibit a thin boundary lay
near the walls and an approximately uniform profile in t
bulk of the flow. Only further downstream the first larg
vortical structures can be observed.

Similar to Figs. 13 and 16 we present in Fig. 25 t
pressure ratio (p22ps)/(p12ps) as a function of (p1
r

FIG. 22. Close-up of vorticity distri-
bution in the diffuser region showing a
complex interaction of vortices and
the diffuser walls. Results obtained fo
a520° andh053.35 mm.
1671Hofmans et al.: Glottal flow
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FIG. 23. Point of zero wall stress~as
defined byvwall50 on the wall! as a
function of time obtained from the nu-
merical simulations. The dashed line
illustrate the starting point~lower line!
and the end point~upper line! of the
diffuser section. This upper line is ou
of the range in the left graphs forh0

51.05 mm as it corresponds tohs /h0
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2ps), remembering thatp1 , p2 , andps can be functions of
time. Although the boundary-layer model incorporates
assumption that the pressure at the separation point is e
to zero (ps50), this is not the case in the numerical sim
lations. The separation point in the numerical results is
termined using the conditionvwall50 ~see Fig. 23!. Thenps

is the pressure on the symmetry line at the horizon
~stream-wise! position of the separation point. Hence the r
tio (p22ps)/(p12ps) can be determined from the numeric
results.

After an initial stage, in which the flow is essential
unsteady, we see that the agreement between nume
results and boundary-layer prediction is quite goo
This is surprising since the boundary-layer predicti
and the steady limit of the experiments did not agree
well ~see Figs. 13 and 16!. An explanation can be found
in Fig. 26. In this figure the pressuresp1 andp2 are plotted
together with (p12ps) and (p22ps) in each graph.
The dashed lines represent the pressure with respec
the far field, which agreed with the experimentally measu
1672 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003
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pressure as illustrated by Fig. 21. The solid smo
lines represent the pressure with respect to the separa
point, as used in Fig. 25. The difference between th
two lines is the contribution to the pressure due to
flow downstream of the separation point inside the const
tion and to the jet flow. Note that the pressure dropp2

from throat to separation point is about equal to the press
drop from the separation point to the far-field. This conc
sion is in agreement with the results obtained recen
by Schereret al. ~2001! by means of steady flow numerica
solution of the Navier–Stokes equations. This expla
the large discrepancies found between experime
and boundary-layer theory. Note also that the press
fluctuations are due to the flow downstream of the separa
point. This indicates that the structure of the jet flo
might be important to predict the source of sound in spe
modeling. In particular, the jet instabilities can indu
higher frequencies which are experienced in speech as br
band ‘‘noise.’’
g
FIG. 24. Close-up of the constriction region showin
the velocity vectors.a520° andh053.35 mm.
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FIG. 25. Comparing numerical result
~solid lines! for the pressure ratio
(p22ps)/(p12ps) to quasi-steady
boundary-layer predictions~dashed
lines!. ps is the pressure at the point o
zero wall stress.
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we set out to describe the flow throughin
vitro models of the glottis. By means of a combined expe
mental, numerical, and theoretical study we have manage
explain most of what was observed.

First of all, the richness of phenomena observed in
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 3, March 2003

ibution subject to ASA license or copyright; see http://acousticalsociety.org
-
to

e

experiments demonstrates the complexity of this type
flow. However, we have shown results that make it reas
able to ignore some of these phenomena in a model of
flow through the glottis. The Coanda effect as well as
transition to a turbulent flow need in order to appear a ti
delay comparable to the opening or closing time of the g
nt

ro
-

d

FIG. 26. Influence of the jet on the
pressure signal. Solid lines represe
pressures (p12ps) and (p22ps) with
respect to the pressure at point of ze
wall stress, while the dashed lines rep
resent pressuresp1 and p2 with re-
spect to the far-field pressure as use
in the experiments.
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tis in normal male speech production. Female speech pro
tion corresponds to typical frequencies of 200 Hz and wo
be even less sensitive to these effects. This conclusio
drawn, however, for rigid models of the glottis with an u
steady flow at relatively high Reynolds numbers compare
normal speech conditions.

The behavior of the diffuserlike vocal-fold models at
Reynolds number of the order 103 seems similar to what ha
been reported in literature about diffuser performance
much higher Reynolds number of the order 105. Similar to
results reported by Kwong and Dowling~1994! obtained in a
diffuser, we found experimentally and numerically that t
vocal-fold model with a diffuser angle of 20° and an initi
height h053.50 mm exhibited very unsteady flow behavio
For the vocal-fold model with a diffuser angle of 10° and
initial height h053.39 mm we found experimentally that
acts as a well-designed diffuser. This behavior is confo
data on diffuser performance~Blevins, 1984!.

The comparison between experiment and bounda
layer theory in combination with a quasi-steady free jet
dicated that the theoretical boundary-layer model show
typical systematic errors of 30% in the throat pressure. T
numerical study, on the other hand, confirmed that
boundary-layer model was not inadequate but that som
the assumptions had to be adjusted. After an initial period
essentially unsteady flow the quasi-steady laminar bound
layer model predicts the position of the separation point w
a surprising accuracy. However, the assumption of a unifo
pressure in the jet is inadequate. This is confirmed by c
sidering that the difference between the far-field pressure
pressure at the separation point is almost as large as
pressure difference between the pressure at the separ
point and the pressure at the throat of the glottis. This imp
that the pressure difference due to the jet is significant. T
is in agreement with the steady flow calculations of Sche
et al. ~2001!. The assumption of a quasi-steady jet witho
pressure recovery~quasi-parallel flow implying a uniform
pressure! is in fact the main source of inaccuracy in o
prediction of the throat pressure. An improvement of the
model is necessary. Such an improvement, however, is
relevant when the mechanical modelling of the vocal fo
has a similar degree of sophistication~Lous et al., 1998!.

Numerical results obtained by means of the vortex b
method can predict the flow inside the glottis. Howev
downstream of the flow separation point, turbulence appe
which drastically changes the character of the flow, mak
the numerical results useless. This effect is suppresse
flow acceleration in the attack transient but is expected to
dramatic in the deceleration phase~Hofmans, 1998!.

While this paper was being revised, experiments w
oscillating walls have been performed by Devergeet al.
~2002! which globally confirm the validity of our results.
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APPENDIX: POHLHAUSEN’S METHOD

Analogous to Pohlhausen~1921!, we have used a third
order polynomial description of the velocity profile in th
boundary layeru(x,y):

u~x,y!5U~x!(
i 50

3

ai S y

d D i

,

in which U(x) is the main flow velocity at the edge of th
boundary layer,y is the coordinate perpendicular to the wa
d is the boundary-layer thickness, andai are the coefficients
which are functions of the coordinatex along the wall. In
order to determine the coefficients the polynomial has
satisfy four boundary conditions:

u~x,0!50, u~x,d!5U,

]u

]yU
y5d

50, n
]2u

]y2U
y50

52U
dU

dx
.

Upon substitution of the polynomial in the boundary con
tions the coefficientsai are determined. Introducing the pa
rameterL5(d2/n)(dU/dx) the coefficients are

a050, a15
L

4
1

3

2
, a252

L

2
, a35

L

4
2

1
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